Abstract
Introduction
Despite the significant developments of recent years in control theory and technology, Proportional-Integral Derivative (PID) controller is the most industrially used control algorithm. This can be explained by its simplicity, low cost and ability to solve most of control problems [1] . Difficulties are often faced, however, while controlling plants with resonance, integral or unstable transfer functions [2] .
PI-PD controller proposed by S. Majhi and D.P. Atherton [3] is a modified form of PID controller. The PI-PD controller, which corresponds to PI control of the plant transfer function changed by the PD feedback, can produce improved control in several situations. His implementation avoids the derivative kick problem associated with derivative action in the forward path. Further, the PD in the inner feedback loop can enable placement of the open loop poles in appropriate positions, thereby providing good control for open loop system transfer functions having resonances, unstable or integrating poles [4] .
Fractional calculus is a mathematical topic with more than 300 years old history but its application in physics and engineering has been reported only in the recent years. In the last decades, there are growing numbers of applications of fractional calculus in different areas of control engineering [5] , [6] . This fact is due to a better understanding of the fractional calculus potentialities.
Many researchers have been interested in the use and tuning of this type of controller and a lot of work is now running in order to define new effective tuning techniques and structure control for the fractional controllers using classical control theory. For example, in [7] the authors have showed that the fractional PI λ D μ controllers provide a more flexible tuning strategy that can achieve control requirements which can never be realized with classical PID controllers.
In this work we propose the optimal parameters tuning for a fractional order PI α -PD β controller. The purpose of this work is to illustrate how the fractional order PI α -PD β controller can improve the performance of the control system. The parameters of the fractional order PI α -PD β are obtained by minimization of the integral criterion. The presence of six optimized parameters makes the task of designing PI α -PD β more challenging than conventional PI-PD controllers design, also than other existing fractional controllers. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 we discuss the proposed fractional order PI α -PD β control structure, also we introduce the approximation of the fractional PI α -PD β controller by a rational function in a limited frequency band of interest, the method of HallSartorius used for criterion calculus is presented. In section 3, we introduce the basic ideas and the derived formulations of the new conception strategy of the fractional PI α -PD β controller. In section 4, simulation results are presented for a position servo, to demonstrate the advantages of the tuning method. Finally, section 5 draws the main conclusions and addresses some perspectives of future developments.
Methods and algorithms

Control Scheme
The proposed fractional order PI α -PD β controller is performed in two steps: the first for the output of the fractional order PI α controller and the second for the output of the fractional order PD β controller. By moving the fractional order PD β into an inner feedback loop, an unstable or integrating process can be stabilized and then can be controlled more effectively by the fractional order PI α controller in the forward path. The final fractional order PI α -PD β controller combines these two individual controllers together in an appropriate way. Therefore, the control structure shown in Figure 1 , which is known as a fractional order PI α -PD β control structure, is proposed. 
The interest of our proposed fractional order PI α -PD β control structure is justified by a better flexibility, since it has two more parameters which are the fractional integration action order α and the fractional differentiation action order β. These parameters can be used to fulfil additional specifications for the design or other interesting requirements for the controlled system, than in the case of a conventional PI-PD control structure (α =1, β =1).
Rational Function of the fractional PI
α -PD β
Controller
There are many different ways to get such approximations but unfortunately it is not possible to say that one of them is the best, because even though some of them are better than others in regard to certain characteristics, the relative merits of each approximation depend on the differentiation order, on whether one is more interested in an accurate frequency behavior or in accurate time responses, on how large admissible transfer functions may be, and other factors like these. A good review of these approximations techniques can be found in [8] . In this work, the singularity function method [9] , [10] of approximation of the fractional order operators by rational transfer function has been used. This method is chosen due to its accuracy in the frequency range of interest, but any other existing approximation techniques can also be suitable for this purpose.
The rational function approximation of C PIF (s) control low, in a given frequency band of practical interest [ω L , ω H ], is given as:
The rational function approximation of C PDF (s) control low, in a given frequency band of practical interest [ω L , ω H ], is given as:
The The poles p Ii 's, the zeros z Ii 's, and the parameters K I and N I of the rational function approximation of the fractional order integrator, and the zeros z Di 's, the poles p Di 's, and the parameters K D and N D of the rational function approximation of the fractional order differentiator can be calculated as given in [9] , [10] .
Hall-Sartorius method
The Hall-Sartorius method [11] consists of finding, for a linear system, a controller minimizing the integral square error (ISE) of feedback control system for a unit step input. The integral square error (ISE) is given as:
Where e(t)=[r(t) -y(t)] is the error signal. According to Laplace transform properties the integral J can be written as [11] :
Then, for E(s) a rational function in s given as
, the complex integral J will be:
For the polynomials N E (s), D E (s) and N E (s)N E (-s) given as:
The complex integral of equation (7) is obtained as [11] :
The matrix Over the years, many formulas for the optimum design of the controllers have been published. One common approach is to minimize a performance index. The popular performance indexes are the integral square error (ISE), the integral absolute error (IAE), and the integral time absolute error (ITAE) indexes. The ISE method has some advantages such as simple computation in the frequency domain, when the plant transfer function is known. This criterion is the most well known criteria since the relevant integral can easily be evaluated in the frequency domain and analytical solution obtained [11] . For setting the six parameters of the fractional PI α -PD β controller, the proposed method is based on the minimum integral criterion.
Proposed integral criterion
The purpose of a tuning method is to determine the value of the controller parameters that optimize a certain criterion. This criterion J is a function of the controller parameters P and, therefore, this desire can be expressed mathematically by:
For getting good dynamic performance and avoiding large control effort, we can propose a general criterion with a linear combination:
The performances criterion J can satisfy the designer requirement using the weighting factors w 1 and w 2 values.
Parameter tuning of fractional PI
The fractional order PI α -PD β controller has six parameters to be tuned (i.e., K PIF , K IF , α, K PDF, K DF , β). This can often be done by the solution of an optimization problem. For setting the six parameters of the fractional order PI α -PD β controller, the proposed method is based on the minimum of the general criterion given in (15).
Assuming that the process and controllers are linear time-invariant systems, which are characterized by their transfer functions G P , C PIF and C PDF respectively. For unit step change in the reference, we can obtain:
We use the Hall-Sartorius method [11] to evaluate the general integral criterion. Then, determine the optimum settings of the six parameters of the fractional PI 
Finding the appropriate setting of the values of the six parameters to achieve optimal performance for a given plant, thus calls for real parameters optimization on the six-dimensional spaces.
In order to calculate the complex integral J using the Hall-Sartorius method presented in section (2.3), E(s) and U(s) must be rational functions. But the fractional PI α controller's transfer function C PIF (s) and the fractional PD β controller's transfer functions C PDF (s) given in equations (1) and (2) (1) and (2) The error signal E(s) and the control signal U(s) become rational functions and are given as:
Therefore, the complex integrals J equation (18) can be calculated as shown in section 3.1 as:
The general criterion J is given by:
The settings of the six parameters of the fractional PI α -PD β controller consists in finding these parameters that minimize the index J of equation (15).
For the minimization task, we varied the values of the six parameters each with a step of 0.01 and for each value of the six parameters; we calculate the corresponding index J. With a simple comparison test of the entire index J calculated, we can obtain the minimum index J and the corresponding optimum settings of the six parameters of the fractional PI α -PD β controller. For reducing the time of optimization, the initial range of parameters are selected to be centered in Ziegler-Nichols parameter values.
Simulation results
The following plant is used to evaluate the control performance of the proposed fractional PI Typical of position servo [12] . Simulation results are presented for two cases.
The settings of the six parameters K PIF , K IF , α, K PDF, K DF and β, of the fractional PI Figures (6) , (7), (8) and (9) show the step responses and the control signals of the closed loop systems. As can be seen from Figures (6) , (7), (8) and (9), the proposed fractional PI 0.64 -PD 0.74 controller outperforms the other three controllers, and an acceptable step response is traced with a minimum control effort. Table.1 and Table. 2, in terms of unity gain crossover frequency w u , phase margin PM, gain margin GM, rise time T r . settling time T s , overshoot P, index J.
As can be seen from Table.1 and Table. 
Conclusion
In this paper fractional order PI α -PD β controller have been introduced. The novelty of the proposed controllers consists in the extension of integration and derivation order from integer to fractional numbers. This fact opens the way in the designing of more flexible class of controllers and therefore towards the solution of wider variety of control problems, such as, for example, the control of processes with resonances, integrators and unstable transfer functions.
Our proposed fractional order PI α -PD β controller is a generalization of the conventional PI-PD controller. We have described the tuning parameters of a fractional order PI α -PD β controller and also investigated the merit of the fractional order PI α -PD β controller over the integer PI-PD controller and other existing fractional order controllers. To evaluate the integral criterion to be optimized, we have used Hall-Sartaurius method.
The proposed fractional order PI α -PD β control structure and algorithm leads too much better performance. Although, for improving the performance of the overall control system, some other appropriate factor could also be added to the criterion to be minimized.
